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Advice giving, 47
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Applied ethics, 221
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advantages of, 167
ethical practices related to, 146–149
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ethical practice related to, 165–166
feedback from, 161–162
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selecting, 163–165
types of, 150–161
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referrals to, 200–201
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Autonomy, as an ethical principle, 97, 98, 105
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Beliefs, cultural, 222
Beneficence, as an ethical principle, 34, 97, 101, 105
Best practices, 48, 204–206
choices about, 42
Bribery, 228
effects of, 239–240
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Business. See also Business structures
dual-relationships in, 133
fictitious names used in, 190–192
privacy policies in, 110, 111
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laws affecting, 189–190
Business structures
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Career decision making, factors in, 155
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Choices, ethical, 42
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Client capability, belief in, 69
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Client–coach relationship
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maintaining trust in, 89, 94–96
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Coaches. See also Coaching
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ethical codes for, 95
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ethical sensitivity of, 53–54
ethical thought process, 54–55
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job of, 5
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Credit applications, 193
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effects of, 219
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Dual relationships, 129, 131–133
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Ethical behavior, 93
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Ethical conduct
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Exploration, value of, 69–70
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